Figure classification in biomedical literature to elucidate disease mechanisms, based on pathways.
As more full-text biomedical papers are becoming available in digitized form online, there is a need for tools to mine information from all parts of such papers. Because the figures and legends/captions in biomedical papers provide important information about research outcomes, mining techniques targeting them have attracted a great deal of attention. In this study, we focused on pathway figures that illustrate signaling or metabolic pathways, because many of these are important in understanding disease mechanism(s). We developed a figure classification system based on textual information contained in biomedical papers to provide an automated acquisition system for such pathway figures. We used full-text journal articles available on PubMed Central as our data set. We used several supervised machine learning methods, such as decision tree and a support vector machine, to classify figures in the data set. We compared the classification performance among the cases using only figure legends, using only sentences referring to the figure in the main text of the article, and combining figure legends with sentences referring to the figure in the main text of the article. Compared with previous related work, a sufficiently high performance was achieved with the figure legends alone. The performance with the sentences referring to the figure in the main text was actually lower than that with the figure legends alone, indicating that focusing on the main text alone is inadequate. The combination of legend and main text clearly had an effect, but including the prior and following sentences in addition to the sentence referring to the figure dramatically improved the performance. We developed an automatic pathway figure classification system based on both figure legends and the main text that has quite a high degree of accuracy. To our knowledge, this is the first attempt to address a figure classification task using legends and the main text, and it may provide a first stage for achieving efficient figure mining.